
BS10R Sepia 
2D Bluetooth Ring Scanner

Reasons to buy: 

✴ Allows two hand working.

✴ Bluetooth connection to data capture device or 
associated PC up to 30m away.

✴ Fits comfortably onto index finger so easy trigger 
with thumb.

✴ Compatible with most operating systems 
including onboard Windows or iOS.

✴ Stores data when out of range (up to 50K 
barcodes).

✴ Tough housing withstands up to 1.5m drops.

✴ Long life lasts up to a full 8 hour shift.

The BS10R Sepia from Newland is an incredibly 
ergonomic and easy-to-use Bluetooth ring scanner. The 
scanner fits comfortably onto the index finger and can be 
triggered seamlessly with the thumb, allowing for fast and 
effective scanning of all 1D and 2D codes. A top of the 
range Bluetooth adapter allows the device to capture 
data and relay it back to a terminal up to 30 meters away, 
making it ideal for large warehouses or retail 
environments.

If a user does stray too far, the device itself can store up 
to 50K codes and will automatically sync when back in 
range, so no data is ever lost. What's more, the BS10R 
can fit in with your clients' existing operating system with 
full Windows or iOS compatibility as standard.   On a 
single charge, the BS10R will easily last for an 8 hour 
shift and its tough outer housing is capable of 
withstanding accidental drops of up to 1.5 meters; perfect 
for busy, scan intensive environments.

Product Overview: 

Head rotates for comfort.
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BS10R Sepia 
2D Bluetooth Ring Scanner

Dual device operation
The BS10R can easily be paired via bluetooth to 
any PC, smartphone or tablet running Windows, 
Android or iOS. Additionally it can be paired with 
the Newland MT90 where the use of an arm strap 
solution means both devices can be used hands 
free.

Small but durable
Despite its compact size, the BS10R is an 
incredibly durable device. Its drop tested to 1.5 
meters onto concrete and can easily withstand the 
r iggers of dai ly use in the toughest of 
environments.

Rotating head
With the scan head able to rotate up to nearly 360° 
the BS10R ensures you have full control of the 
scanning direction, making it easily switchable 
between right and left handed users.

Hands free scanning
The BS10R is perfectly suited to warehouse and 
logistics applications where user's hands may 
otherwise be full with boxes. Sitting neatly on the 
ring finger, a side position trigger button means 
that a simple press of the thumb is needed to 
operate the scanner.

Key Features:

Ideal for…
Warehouse management - Inventory - Logistics
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